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Experiment (D) 
Kazuhide HIROHATA et.al. 

Email:hirohata@ece.ibaraki-ct.ac.jp 

 

Basic Information 

 

Course Regular Course Compulsory / Elective Compulsory 

Grade 5th Number of Credits 4 

Semester Full year Credit Type Normal 

Class Type Technical Subject 

 

Course Objectives 

 

The course is designed to learn the principles and rows in electric engineering, electronics and computer 

science from experiments beyond your conceptual understanding.  The course emphasises experiment 

methods, reporting and study of fundamental knowledge.   

 

The course objective is to help the students enrich the fundamental knowledge and the problem-solving 

ability to: 

  - understand and obtain a method to achieve an objective by means of experimental tool and equipment. 

  - understand knowledge concerning the basis of engineering by means of experiments and PBLs. 

  - explain the results from each experiment and its contents based on engineering consideration. 

  - gather information by a computer and analyse the data 

  - struggle with problem solving by yourself under given restriction 

  - describe your thought logically and submit a report until its deadline. 

  - discuss and communicate with anyone 

 

Topic Outline / Schedule 

 

Week Topic Outline 

1 Guidance (1 wk) Understand the objective, the base theory and the caution 

of each experiment 

2 Electromagnetic waves 

fundamental experiments 

Experiment on reflection, refraction, deflection and 

interference of electromagnetic waves to understand 

electromagnetic waves propagation. 

3 Fabrication and charactristics of pn 

junction by alloying method 

Understand the fabrication process and chractristics of pn 

junction diodes 

4 Modulation and Demodulation Understand the principle of modulation and demodulation 

used for radiobroadcast or comunication 

5 Digital Signal Processing Understand the principle of active filter and digital signal 

processing. Understand how to use  a network analyzer. 

6 Characteristics of astable circuits 

and monostable circuits 

Understand the characteristics of switching circuits using 

bi-polar transistor 

7 Advanced Encryption Standard Make a encription program of AES. Furthermore, speed up 

by preculculation technique and look-up tables. 

8 Fundamentals of Database 

Operations 

Understand SQL programming for database operations, 

focusing on concept of relational database, 

creating and changing tables to define data 
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and referring values from tables to operate data, 

using an actual database management system and 

examples. 

9 Programming using assembly 

language 

Experience to understand basic concepts of assembly 

language (stack, addressing and process flow) 

10 Numerical Integration Understand Simpson’s rule 

11 Installation and Setup for Internet 

Servers 

Understand system of the programs to serve basic 

functions for the Internet and learn how to construct servers 

using a local area network with actual machines. 

12 Review and Add-up (8wks) Foster better understanding of the above experiments by 

discussing their results and unanswered questions. 

 

Textbooks and Other Readings 

 

Textbook: ECE Experiment Textbook (introduced in guidance) 

References will be introduced whenever necessary. 

 

Relevant Online Resources 

 

(2) 501 - Linearly polarized electromagnetic wave. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=24&v=GxJWrm4VNCA 

  

PROPAGATAION OF ELACTROMAGNETIC WAVES PART01 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-shNhpBkhs 

  

PROPAGATAION OF ELACTROMAGNETIC WAVES PART02 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsSTgjXPD2M 

 

(3) Bonnie H. Ferri 

Introduction to electronics 

https://www.coursera.org/course/introtoelectronics 

 

(6) Activity 24. BJT Multivibrators (Analog Devices, Inc.) 

http://wiki.analog.com/university/courses/electronics/electronics-lab-24 

 

(7) FIPS PUB 197: the official AES standard (2001) 

    http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/fips/fips197/fips-197.pdf 

   

 Animation of Rijndael 

  http://www.formaestudio.com/rijndaelinspector/archivos/Rijndael_Animation_v4_eng.swf 

 

(8) Portnov Computer School: SQL Tutorial for beginners 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYmQr8yeALA 

 

(9) CASL II Simulator 

https://www.jitec.ipa.go.jp/1_20casl2/casl2dl_001.html 
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(10) Rekha P. Kulkarni, Elementary Numerical Analysis (Youtube) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6iYsO0NJMiA&list=PLbMVogVj5nJTtsC5V9n452YKc4mJAhrmm 

 

Grading Policy 

 

Grading will be based on experimental efforts and reports. The weighting is as follows: 

Efforts 50% 

Reports 50% 

total 100% 

An overdue report gets points taken off independently of its quality. 

To get credits, you should submit all reports and need to get 60 or more points in total. 

 

Course Description 

 

Prepare a scientific calculator, cross section paper, a notebook etc. as necessary.  Examine the contents 

of each experiment before it.  Do not fix a role such as a measurer and a recorder to a specific person, 

and then have a lot of different experiences aggressively. 

 

Notes 

 

Students are divided into ten groups and each group conducts each experiment in two weeks. Guidance 

will held in the first week. The dates of each review and add-up will be introduced in the textbook. 


